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(54) MICRO-DISPENSING ARRANGEMENT AND BEVERAGE-PREPARATION MACHINE WITH 
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(57) The present invention discloses a beverage discharge disposition comprising a discharge casing (1) configured
so that can be provided in the front region of a beverage preparation machine (20), including the option of supplying
milk and frothed milk, whereby said beverage discharge disposition presents an air valve disposition (10) adapted so
as to provide better milk frothing conditions, notably by means of an air valve disposition (10) presenting a particular
characteristic dimension (d) of a respective discharge passageway (18).

The present invention further refers to a beverage preparation machine (20) comprising a beverage discharge
disposition according to the present invention.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention refers to the field of the
beverage discharge dispositions comprising an air valve
for propelling frothed milk.
[0002] The present invention further refers to a bever-
age preparation machine by means of brewing of a re-
spective substance, in particular aromatic beverages, in
general, and comprising a beverage discharge disposi-
tion.

Background of the invention

[0003] The prior art presents several solutions of bev-
erage preparation machines with a first beverage dis-
charge, for example espresso type coffee, and a second
beverage discharge, for example milk, whereby said sec-
ond beverage discharge is provided from a connection
to an exterior recipient, in particular to an exterior milk
recipient and adapted so that a flow is sucked from said
exterior recipient by means of a pressurized flow flowing
through said first discharge.
[0004] Document EP 1746920 B1 discloses a bever-
age preparation system of the type of the present inven-
tion, comprising a beverage preparation machine and a
milk supply recipient, whereby the machine presents a
discharge disposition comprising a first vapour discharge
line and a second milk discharge line, whereby said sec-
ond line is provided in connection with said milk supply
recipient.
[0005] Documents EP 1785074 B1 and EP 2275010
B1 disclose discharge dispositions of the same type and
comprising electronic means for flow regulation by
means of a machine control unit.
[0006] Document EP 0813834 B1 discloses a dis-
charge disposition comprising mechanical means of flow
regulation. Said mechanic means present several advan-
tages in terms of simplicity and reliability.
[0007] Document EP 2189085 B1 discloses a frothing
unit that can be removed as a unit, so that can be cleaned
separately.
[0008] Document WO 2013/128323 A1 discloses a
beverage preparation machine that presents a discharge
disposition of the type of the present invention.
[0009] The regulation of the discharge flow of frothed
food product, as well as the cleaning of the parts that
contact with it, are two important problems in this type of
discharge disposition.
[0010] None of the documents in prior art discloses a
solution, based upon the mixture of water vapour and
milk flows propelled by an upstream air flow, that provides
a discharge flow through the air valve in conditions fa-
vourable for frothing of the mixture of water vapour and
milk flows.

General description of the invention

[0011] The objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide a beverage discharge disposition adapted for froth-
ing of a liquid food product, in particular milk, and for
discharge thereof and of another beverage, in particular
of aromatic beverages such as for example espresso
type coffee, adapted so as to provide an optimized dis-
charge of air flow.
[0012] This objective is attained according with the
present invention by means of a beverage discharge dis-
position according to claim 1.
[0013] In particular, said beverage discharge disposi-
tion comprises a milk circulation disposition including an
air valve disposition that presents a compact and simple
construction, including an air admission adapted so as
to vary the air flow that is mixed downstream with the
water vapour and milk flows, by means of actuation of
milk flux selection means.
[0014] Said air discharge wall presents a characteristic
dimension of air discharge passageway that has been
demonstrated in tests as particularly favourable to obtain
better texture and consistency of frothed milk in the cup,
and is advantageously provided with a general disk-like
form so that can be retained by pressured-fitting together
with a sealing element arranged adjacent downstream
thereof.
[0015] Said air valve disposition is further provided so
that can be attached in removable manner, by means of
pressured-fitting, in flow connection with said milk circu-
lation disposition, so that can be manually removed from
an attached part of said discharge casing, notably so as
to enable cleaning thereof, and again placed in position
thereon.
[0016] A related objective of the present invention is
to provide a beverage preparation machine, in particular
of aromatic beverages such as for example espresso
type coffee, comprising a brewing device adapted for col-
lecting a portion of edible substance, optionally provided
inside of a capsule, and a beverage discharge disposition
that provides better frothing results.
[0017] This objective is attained by means of a ma-
chine according to claim 15.

Description of the Figures

[0018] The invention shall hereinafter be explained in
greater detail based upon preferred embodiments and in
the attached Figures.
[0019] The Figures show, in simplified schematic rep-
resentations:

Figure 1: perspective view of a beverage prepara-
tion machine presenting a preferred em-
bodiment of beverage discharge disposi-
tion according to the present invention;

Figure 2: detail view of preferred embodiment of the
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beverage discharge disposition according
to Figure 1;

Figure 3: exploded perspective view of the preferred
embodiment of the beverage discharge
disposition according to Figure 1;

Figure 4: exploded perspective view of the preferred
embodiment of the beverage discharge
disposition according to Figure 1;

Figure 5: cut front view of the preferred embodiment
of the beverage discharge disposition ac-
cording to Figure 1;

Figure 6: exploded perspective view of the air valve
in the preferred embodiment of the bever-
age discharge disposition according to Fig-
ure 1;

Figure 7: side cut view of a preferred embodiment of
air valve included in a disposition accord-
ing to the present invention;

Figure 8: side cut view and front view of a discharge
wall in air valve included in a disposition
according to the present invention;

Figure 9: perspective and side cut views of air valve
included in a disposition according to the
present invention, when said air valve (10)
is in a closed position;

Figure 10: perspective and side cut views of air valve
included in a disposition according to the
present invention, when said air valve (10)
is in an open position.

[0020] Figure 1 represents a machine (20) for prepar-
ing beverages, including aromatic beverages, from an
edible substance, such as for example espresso coffee,
tea and similar, as well as a liquid food product that can
be frothed, in particular milk.
[0021] The machine (20) is adapted for flow connection
from a respective beverage discharge connection, said
disposition including a discharge casing (1) that corre-
sponds to the piece provided on the front region of said
machine (20), and that provides discharge of at least two
types of beverages into a recipient underneath thereof.
[0022] Said discharge casing (1) presents selection
means (5) of beverage type on a front region above of
said beverage discharge, and presents flow connection
means provided so that can be removed, with a milk re-
cipient (6) disposed outside of said machine (20).
[0023] Moreover, in particular, said machine (20)
presents a preferred embodiment of a beverage dis-
charge disposition according to the present invention,
that comprises a discharge casing (1) of beverage dis-

charge configured so that can be provided in the front
region of said beverage preparation machine (20) and
that provides a more ergonomic use, both in terms of
selection of type of milk flow, as in terms of easy mounting
and dismounting of the parts in contact with milk for pe-
riodic cleaning thereof, as shall be described in greater
detail hereinafter.
[0024] As represented in Figure 2, according to an in-
ventive aspect, said discharge casing (1) comprises a
milk circulation disposition (2) that presents selection
means (3) of milk flux.
[0025] In particular, according to an inventive aspect,
said selection means (3) of milk flux and said selection
means (5) of beverage type are provided in different re-
gions and planes of said discharge casing (1), whereby
said selection means (3) of milk flux are preferentially
provided on a lateral region of said discharge casing (1),
and said selection means (5) of beverage type are pro-
vided on a front region of said discharge casing (1).
[0026] Moreover, it is preferred when said selection
means (3) of milk flux are disposed on a region of said
milk circulation disposition (2) next to and above of flow
connection means, for example in a tube form, of said
milk circulation disposition (2) to said milk supply recipi-
ent (6).
[0027] It is herewith advantageously provided a com-
pact and ergonomic disposition of the main components
associated with the regulation by the user of the type of
milk flow and the milk supply from an exterior recipient.
[0028] It is further preferred that said selection means
(3) of milk flux are adapted so that said milk flux selection
means (3) are provided so that can be manually actuated
between successive positions along an actuation plane
that is at least approximately orthogonal relative to the
front plane of said discharge casing (1).
[0029] It is preferred when said milk flux selection
means (3) are adapted so that provide a regulation of air
flow, in particular by means of said air valve disposition
(10), in the interior of said milk circulation disposition (2)
and therewith of the type of milk flow discharged down-
stream.
[0030] Advantageously in terms of usage, said selec-
tion means (3) of milk flux are provided so that can be
moved along a previously defined path, preferentially
around a respective rotation axis, between a plurality of
at least two and up to five, preferentially up to three pre-
viously defined positions, thereby providing a corre-
sponding variation of the type of discharge flow of said
liquid food product to be frothed, whereby at least one
position corresponds to a substantially continuous milk
flow type and a second position corresponds to a sub-
stantially frothed milk flow type.
[0031] It is preferred when said milk flux selection
means (3) are configured as a rotation button-like ele-
ment, with side surfaces adapted for placing two oppos-
ing fingers so as to drive a rotation thereof.
[0032] It is further preferred when said milk flux selec-
tion means (3) are provided so that can be moved front-
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wards and backwards along said path, preferentially
along at least one of:

- a linear extension, whereby said extension presents
a dimension comprised between 1 and 4 cm, pref-
erentially between 2 and 3 cm;

- an angular extension, whereby said angular exten-
sion corresponds to an angle bigger than 5° and
smaller than 120°, preferentially bigger than 10° and
smaller than 90°.

[0033] It is further preferred when there are provided
graphic and/or acoustic signals associated with each one
of said previously defined positions of said milk flux se-
lection means (3), so that the user can recognize with
type of flux is selected at each any given moment.
[0034] As further represented in Figure 2, according to
another preferred embodiment, said milk flux selection
means (3) are provided on a lateral face of said discharge
casing (1), whereas said beverage type selection means
(5) are provided on a front face of said discharge casing
(1).
[0035] As one can better observe in Figure 3, said dis-
charge casing (1) presents a milk circulation disposition
(2) that comprises milk flux selection means (3), a milk
entry connection (4) adapted so that provides connection
to said milk recipient (6), and a vapour entry connection
(7) adapted for flow connection to water vapour supply
means, beverage type selection means (5) provided on
a different region from said milk circulation disposition
(2) and presenting at least one option relative to the use
of said liquid food product to be frothed, in particular, milk.
[0036] According to an inventive aspect, said dis-
charge casing (1) presents a first part provided attached
to the casing of said beverage preparation machine (20),
and said milk circulation disposition (2) is provided so
that can be manually mounted and dismounted on said
attached part of discharge casing (1), thereby providing
a removable attachment of all components that are in
direct contact with milk to the remanding discharge cas-
ing (1), and removable flow connection of said vapour
exit nozzle (13) with said second beverage discharge
(12).
[0037] As shall be promptly understood, it is herewith
advantageously provided the possibility of the user to
remove all components that are exposed in direct contact
with milk, provided in a particularly compact form, as a
single joint arrangement, manually removable from the
remanding discharge casing, so that enables its periodic
cleaning in simple and rapid manner, as well as its place-
ment in expedite and reliable manner.
[0038] According to a preferred embodiment, said milk
circulation disposition (2) presents a plurality of compo-
nents placed and removed as a single element, prefer-
entially by means of pressured-fitting, in said attached
part of discharge casing (1).
[0039] Moreover, it is preferred when said milk circu-
lation disposition (2) is generally provided with a shape

and dimension corresponding to a part that is similar or
smaller than half the form and general dimension of said
discharge casing (1) and that can be fitted on a lateral
region of said attached part of the discharge casing (1).
[0040] It is preferred when said milk circulation dispo-
sition (2) is adapted so that can be placed onto, and re-
moved from, a lateral portion of said attached part of dis-
charge casing (1), by means of displacement in trans-
versal manner relative thereto, preferentially by guiding
means (8) provided in opposite regions, for example in
lateral regions, and developing along at least part of the
extension of said opposing regions of said milk circulation
disposition (2), thereby providing establishing, and re-
moval, of flow connection of said vapour entry connection
(7) with said vapour exit nozzle (13) provided on said
attached part of discharge casing (1).
[0041] It is herewith provided the possibility of an easy
disassembling and assembling of the milk circulation dis-
position (2) for the purpose of cleaning, as a single piece.
In particular, said milk circulation disposition (2) is adapt-
ed so that can be placed for cleaning in a convention dish
washing machine.
[0042] It is preferred when said vapour exit nozzle (13)
is adapted for pressurized-fitting with a vapour entry con-
nection (7) associated with the flow distribution disposi-
tion (11).
[0043] It is further preferred when said connection to
the milk supply recipient (6) includes a milk entry con-
nection (4) adapted for pressurized-fitting between a con-
nection part of milk supply recipient (6) and a connection
part of said discharge casing (1).
[0044] Moreover, it is preferred when said milk entry
connection (4) is provided in flow connection with said
milk supply recipient (6) by means of a connection that
includes at least one location with possibility of rotation
in several planes, preferentially including a spherical
kneecap-like point, preferentially including a flexible tube
(16) provided for sucking milk from said milk supply re-
cipient (6).
[0045] According to a preferred embodiment, repre-
sented in Figure 4, said milk circulation disposition (2)
presents a first part (9a) adapted so as to provide support
to said milk flux selection means (3) and to said milk entry
connection (4), and preferentially configured so as to pro-
vide an exterior surface that develops in coherent manner
in relation to the remanding exterior surface of said dis-
charge casing (1) when said milk circulation disposition
(2) is placed in said discharge casing (1), and further
presents a second part (9b) adapted so as to provide
support to said vapour entry connection (7), whereby said
first and second structural parts (9a, 9b) are configured
as elements that can be manually pressure-fitted with
each other.
[0046] It is further preferred when said first and second
structural parts (9a, 9b) are adapted so that support an
air valve disposition (10), a flow distribution disposition
(11) and a milk discharge (12), along a general upstream
to downstream direction.
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[0047] In particular, it is preferred when said milk cir-
culation disposition (2) comprises a flow distribution dis-
position (11) adapted so that presents said milk entry
connection (4) and said vapour entry connection (7), and
that provides flow connection, preferentially by means of
pressure fitting, with said air valve disposition (10), and
with said second beverage discharge (12), whereby said
flow distribution disposition (11) is preferentially retained
in exterior walls of said first and second structural parts
(9a, 9b).
[0048] Figure 5 shows an exploded perspective rep-
resentation of the several components comprised in said
milk circulation disposition (2).
[0049] According to an inventive aspect, said dis-
charge casing (1) comprises a first fluid discharge line
adapted for discharging a first type of beverage and pro-
vided in flow connection with an upstream pressurized
fluid source, such as for example a pressure pump, and
downstream with a first beverage discharge (15) and a
second fluid discharge line. Said second fluid discharge
line that comprises:

- a first fluid supply adapted for supplying vapour and
provided in flow connection upstream with said pres-
surized fluid source and downstream with a vapour
exit nozzle (13),

- a second fluid supply adapted for supplying air and
that provides flow connection upstream with an air
admission (14) associated with selection means (3)
of milk flux that provide regulation of the air flow
through an air valve disposition (10), and down-
stream with a flow distribution disposition (11),

- a third fluid supply adapted for supplying milk and
that provides flow connection upstream with a milk
supply recipient (6) provided outside of said bever-
age preparation machine, and downstream with said
flow distribution disposition (11).

[0050] According to a preferred embodiment, said first,
second and third fluid supplies, are provided in flow con-
nection downstream, by means of said flow distribution
disposition (11), with a second beverage discharge (12).
[0051] It is further preferred when said second and third
fluid supplies and respective second fluid discharge (12)
are provided so that can be flow connected by means of
removable pressure-fitting connection of said flow distri-
bution disposition (11) with said vapour entry connection
(7), so that said second and third fluid supplies, flow dis-
tribution disposition (11) and second beverage discharge
(12) can be jointly removed from connection with said
first fluid supply.
[0052] Figure 6 represents a detail of said air admis-
sion disposition, provided inside of said milk circulation
disposition (2).
[0053] As represented, and also in Figures 7 and 8,
according to an inventive aspect, said air valve disposi-
tion (10) comprises a discharge wall (17) that presents
a single flow passageway (18) with a characteristic pas-

sageway dimension (d), for example diameter, that is at
least one order of magnitude smaller than a characteristic
dimension of the space downstream thereof.
[0054] It is preferred when said air flux discharge wall
(17) is provided in the form of a metallic disc, with a thick-
ness smaller than 3 mm, preferentially smaller than 1,5
mm, preferentially in a food-grade metallic alloy. It is fur-
ther preferred when said discharge wall (17) presents a
single flow passageway (18) with a characteristic pas-
sageway dimension (d) comprised between 0,18 and
0,30 mm, preferentially between 0,20 and 0,24 mm. this
characteristic dimension revealed itself as particularly
advantageous in terms of frothed milk flow.
[0055] As can be better observe in Figure 9, where
the air valve disposition (10) is closed, and in Figure 10,
where it is open, said air valve disposition (10) comprises
an ambient air admission, an air flow constrain element
(19) adapted so as to provide variations of passageway
section for ambient air flow, an air flux discharge wall (17)
provided downstream of said air flow constrain element
(19) and a discharge chamber provided downstream of
said air flux discharge wall (17).
[0056] According to a preferred embodiment, said air
flux discharge wall (17) is provided inside of said air valve
disposition (10) so as to interact with said upstream flow
passageway section constrain element (19) that is actu-
ated by said milk flux selection means (3), whereby said
flow constrain element (19) is adapted so that provides
at least three different flow section passageways along
respective angular segments of the perimeter thereof,
corresponding to different previously defined positions
of said milk flux selection means (3), thereby providing
at least three different passageway sections of air flow
entry on said air valve disposition (10), whereby said flow
constrain element (19) is further preferentially adapted
so that, when said air valve disposition (10) is at least
partially open, the entry air flow impinges said air flux
discharge wall (17) mostly on a top half thereof.
[0057] It is preferred when said air flux discharge wall
(17) is adapted so that can be retained by means of pres-
sured-fitting inside of a disposition with a general tubular
form that presents a degree along the interior perimeter
whereupon successively sit a sealing with a general disk-
like form and a perimeter region of said air flux discharge
wall (17), preferentially by means of removable fitting, so
that said air flux discharge wall (17) can be manually
removed from said air valve disposition (10), and again
mounted thereupon, without the need of using tools.
[0058] It is further preferred when said air valve dispo-
sition (10) is provided in mechanic actuation connection
upstream with said milk flux selection means (3), prefer-
entially by means of said flow constrain element (19) ar-
ranged on the same rotation axis and adapted so that
engages directly, preferentially by means of a removable
fitting connection, with said milk flux selection means (3).
[0059] According to another preferred embodiment,
said air valve disposition (10) is provided flow connected
downstream, preferentially by means of an elbow con-
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nection, with a flow distribution disposition (11) that pro-
vides flow connection to a milk flow and to a pressurized
vapour flow.
[0060] This general configuration of the air valve dis-
position (10) and respective air flux discharge wall (17)
advantageously provides a more reliable construction in
terms of different types of milk flows downstream, includ-
ing frothed flow, as well as a more compact construction,
of easy disassembling and assembling for cleaning of its
component parts.
[0061] As one can further observe in the perspective
representations, the air valve disposition (10) is provided
flow connected downstream, preferentially by means of
an elbow connection, with said flow distribution disposi-
tion (11). The milk flux selection means (3) are provided
in actuation connection on the same rotation axis of the
flow constrain element inside of said air valve disposition
(10), configured so that engage directly, preferentially by
means of removable connection, on the air valve dispo-
sition (10).

Claims

1. Beverage discharge disposition adapted for froth-
ing a liquid food product, in particular milk, and adapt-
ed so that can be provided on the front region of a
beverage preparation machine (20), said beverage
discharge disposition comprising a discharge casing
(1) including a milk circulation disposition (2) that
presents an air valve disposition (10) adapted so as
to regulate the air flow that is supplied downstream
thereof, to a mixture of pressurized vapour flow and
said liquid food product,
characterized
in that said air valve disposition (10) comprises:

- an ambient air admission,
- an air flow constrain element (19) adapted so
as to provide variations of passageway section
of ambient air flow,
- an air flux discharge wall (17) provided down-
stream of said air flow constrain element (19),
- a discharge chamber provided upstream of
said air flux discharge wall (17),

whereby said air flux discharge wall (17) presents a
single flow passageway (18), preferentially with a
forma circular form and arranged centred relative to
said discharge wall (17), with a characteristic pas-
sageway dimension (d), for example diameter, that
is at least one order of magnitude smaller than said
characteristic dimension, for example diameter, of
the space downstream thereof,
so that said air valve disposition (10) regulates the
air flow that flows through said air flux discharge wall
(17), preferentially through certain previously de-
fined positions according to said milk flux selection

means (3) of said liquid food product.

2. Disposition according to claim 1, characterized in
that said air flux discharge wall (17) is provided with
the form of a disk with a thickness smaller than 3
mm, preferentially smaller than 1,5 mm, preferential-
ly in a food-grade metallic material, and
in that said air flux discharge wall (17) presents a
single flow passageway (18) with a characteristic di-
mension (d) comprised between 0,18 and 0,30 mm,
preferentially between 0,20 and 0,24 mm.

3. Disposition according to claims 1 or 2, character-
ized in that said air flux discharge wall (17) is pro-
vided inside of said air valve disposition (10) so as
to interact with said upstream flow passageway sec-
tion constrain element (19) that is driven by said milk
flux selection means (3), whereby said flow constrain
element (19) is adapted so that provides at least
three different flow passageway sections along re-
spective angular segments of the perimeter thereof,
corresponding to different previously defined posi-
tions of said milk flux selection means (3), thereby
providing at least different flow passageway sections
of air entry into said air valve disposition (10), where-
by said flow constrain element (19) is preferentially
further adapted so that when said air valve disposi-
tion (10) is at least partially open, the entry air flow
impinges said air flux discharge wall (17) mostly on
an upper half thereof.

4. Disposition according to claims 1 to 3, characterized
In that said air flux discharge wall (17) is adapted
so that can be retained by means of pressured-fitting
inside of a disposition with a general tubular form
that presents a degree along the interior perimeter
whereupon successively sit a sealing with a general
disk-like form and a perimeter region of said air flux
discharge wall (17), preferentially by means of re-
movable fitting, so that said air flux discharge wall
(17) can be manually removed from said air valve
disposition (10), and again mounted thereupon, with-
out the need of using tools.

5. Disposition according to claims 1 to 4, characterized
in that said air valve disposition (10) is provided in
connection of mechanic actuation upstream with
said milk flux selection means (3), preferentially by
means of said flow constrain element (19) arranged
on the same rotation axis and adapted so that en-
gages directly, preferentially by means of removable
fitting connection, with said milk flux selection means
(3), and
in that said air valve disposition (10) is provided flow
connected downstream, preferentially by means of
an elbow connection, with a flow distribution dispo-
sition (11) that provides flow connection to a milk
flow and a pressurized vapour flow.
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6. Disposition according to claims 1 to 5, characterized
in that said discharge casing (1) is provided so that
confines:

- a first fluid discharge line adapted for discharge
of a first type of beverage and provided in flow
connection with an upstream pressurized flow
source, such as for example a pressure pump,
and with a downstream first beverage discharge
(15);
- a second fluid discharge line for discharge of
milk and that comprises:

o a first fluid supply adapted for supplying
vapour and provided in flow connection up-
stream with said pressurized fluid source
and downstream with a vapour exit nozzle
(13),
o a second fluid supply adapted for supply-
ing air and that provides flow connection up-
stream with an air admission (14) associat-
ed with selection means (3) of milk flux that
provide regulation of the air flow through an
air valve disposition (10), and downstream
with a flow distribution disposition (11),
o a third fluid supply adapted for supplying
milk and that provides flow connection up-
stream with a milk supply recipient (6) pro-
vided outside of said beverage preparation
machine, and downstream with said flow
distribution disposition (11),

whereby said first, second and third fluid supplies,
are provided in flow connection downstream, by
means of said flow distribution disposition (11), with
a second beverage discharge (12), and
whereby said second and third fluid supplies and re-
spective second fluid discharge (12) are provided so
that can be flow connected by means of removable
pressure-fitting connection of said flow distribution
disposition (11) with said vapour entry connection
(7), so that said second and third fluid supplies, flow
distribution disposition (11) and second beverage
discharge (12) can be jointly removed from connec-
tion with said first fluid supply, and
whereby said vapour outlet nozzle (13) is adapted
for pressured-fitting with a vapour entry connection
(7) associated with said flow distribution disposition
(11), and
whereby said connection to the milk supply recipient
(6) includes the milk entry connection (4) adapted
for pressure-fitting between a connection part of milk
supply recipient (6) and a connection part of said
discharge casing (1).

7. Disposition according to claims 1 to 6, characterized
in that said discharge casing (1) presents:

- an attached part associated to the casing of
said beverage preparation machine (20) and
that presents selection means (5) of beverage
type, including a milk option, and a first beverage
discharge (15) for discharge of a first beverage
type, such as for example coffee;
- a part that is removable from the discharge
casing (1) corresponding to a milk circulation
disposition (2) providing removable flow con-
nection to an exterior supply recipient (6) to said
machine (20), and comprising all components
exposed to the milk circulation in said machine
(20) including a second beverage discharge
(12);

whereby said milk circulation disposition (2) is pro-
vided so that can be manually attached in removable
manner on said attached part of discharge casing
(1), so that said second beverage discharge (12) re-
sults next to said fist beverage discharge (15) inside
of said discharge casing (1).

8. Disposition according to claims 1 to 7, characterized
in that said milk circulation disposition (2) is adapted
so that can be attached in removable manner to a
lateral portion of said attached part of discharge cas-
ing (1), by means of displacement in transversal
manner relative thereto, preferentially by guiding
means (8) provided in opposite regions, and devel-
oping along at least part of the extension of said op-
posite regions of said milk circulation disposition (2),
thereby providing establishing and removal of flow
connection of said vapour entry connection (7) with
said vapour exit nozzle (13) upstream.

9. Disposition according to claims 1 to 8, characterized
in that said milk circulation disposition (2) presents
a first part (9a) adapted so as to provide support to
said milk flux selection means (3) and to said milk
entry connection (4), and preferentially configured
so as to provide an exterior surface that develops in
coherent manner in relation to the remanding exte-
rior surface of said discharge casing (1) when said
milk circulation disposition (2) is placed in said dis-
charge casing (1), and further presents a second part
(9b) adapted so as to provide support to said vapour
entry connection (7), whereby said first and second
structural parts (9a, 9b) are configured as elements
that can be manually pressure-fitted with each other.

10. Disposition according to claim 9, characterized in
that said first and second structural parts (9a, 9b)
are adapted so that support an air valve disposition
(10), a flow distribution disposition (11) and a milk
discharge (12), along a general upstream to down-
stream direction.

11. Disposition according to claims 1 to 10, character-
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ized in that said milk circulation disposition (2) com-
prises a flow distribution disposition (11) adapted so
that presents said milk entry connection (4) and said
vapour entry connection (7), and that provides flow
connection, preferentially by means of pressure fit-
ting, with said air valve disposition (10), and with said
second beverage discharge (12), whereby said flow
distribution disposition (11) is preferentially retained
in exterior walls of said first and second structural
parts (9a, 9b).

12. Disposition according to any one of claims 1 to 11,
characterized in that said milk flux selection means
(3) are provided so can be manually actuated be-
tween successive positions along an actuation plane
that is at least approximately orthogonal relative to
the front plane of said discharge casing (1), and in
that said milk flux selection means (3) are adapted
so that provide a regulation of air flow, in particular
by means of said air valve disposition (10), inside of
said milk circulation disposition (2), and thereby of
the type of milk flow discharged downstream thereof.

13. Disposition according to any one of claims 1 to 12,
characterized in that said selection means (3) of
milk flux are provided so that can be moved along a
previously defined path, preferentially around a re-
spective rotation axis, between a plurality of at least
two and up to five, preferentially up to three previ-
ously defined positions, thereby providing a corre-
sponding variation of the type of discharge flow of
said liquid food product to be frothed, whereby at
least one position corresponds to a substantially con-
tinuous milk flow type and a second position corre-
sponds to a substantially frothed milk flow type.

14. Disposition according to any one of previous claims,
characterized in that said milk flux selection means
(3) are adapted so as to apprehend the relative po-
sition of said manual regulation means and to pro-
vide respective information to at least one of one
control unit of said beverage preparation machine
and state display means.

15. Machine (20) for preparing beverages, such as for
example aromatic beverages, from an edible sub-
stance, whereby said machine comprises a bever-
age discharge disposition adapted so as to provide
discharge of a first type of aromatic beverage and of
a second beverage type, preferentially milk, frothed
by means of pressurized vapour,
Whereby said beverage discharge disposition com-
prises a discharge casing (1) including a milk circu-
lation disposition (2) that presents an air valve dis-
position (10) adapted so as to regulate the airflow
supplied downstream to a mixture of vapour and said
liquid food product according to the actuation of milk
flux selection means (3) of said liquid food product,

Characterized in that includes a beverage disposi-
tion according to any one of previous claims 1 to 14.
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